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Formulation and performance of variational integrators 
for rotating bodies 
Ignacio Romero 
Abstract Variational integrators are obtained for two 
mechanical systems whose configuration spaces are, respec-
tively, the rotation group and the unit sphere. I n the first case, 
an integration algorithm is presented for Euler's equations 
of the free rigid body, following the ideas of Marsden et 
al. (Nonlinearity 12:1647-1662,1999). In the second exam-
ple, a variational time integrator is formulated for the rigid 
dumbbell. Both methods are formulated directly on their non-
linear configuration spaces, without using Lagrange multi-
pliers. They are one-step, second order methods which show 
exact conservation of a discrete angular momentum which is 
identified in each case. Numerical examples illustrate their 
properties and compare them with existing integrators of the 
literature. 
Keywords Time integration • Rigid body • Rotations • 
Variational method • Geometric integration 
1 Introduction 
Certain important mechanical systems are formulated on non-
linear configuration spaces and this non-linearity greatly 
complicates their numerical approximation. For example, in 
structural mechanics, geometrically exact rods and shells 
have configuration spaces that include the space of rota-
tions and the unit sphere, respectively The 
rigid body and the dumbbell furnish simpler models whose 
configuration spaces are also the rotation group and the unit 
sphere, respectively, and their analysis provides insight into 
the behavior of the more compl icated structural models men-
tioned above. These two model problems are, moreover, 
important in their own right, since they appear frequently in 
many Engineering applications, such as robotics, multibody 
systems, vehicle dynamics, etc. 
When solving numerically any of these problems it is 
important to identify and select the most accurate and robust 
time integration schemes available, and many articles have 
been devoted to the development of such type of methods 
The concept of "accu-
racy" needs to be properly understood. Whereas the order of 
accuracy of a given algorithm is an unambiguous concept, 
there are other important aspects that come into play when 
trying to ascertain the "correctness" and precision of a given 
numerical solution. Some of these are the preservation of 
invariants (such as energy and momentum) and other qualita-
tive features of the exact flow (relative equilibria, symplectic-
ity, etc). In long term dynamic simulations, numerical errors 
unavoidably accumulate and can add up to a significant part 
of the solution. For this type of problems, even algorithms 
that possess high order of accuracy can provide essentially 
wrong responses. In these cases it is especially important to 
use algorithms which capture accurately the qualitative fea-
tures of the solution. It might be advisable to select an algo-
rithm with low order of accuracy versus another with higher 
order if the former produces a more "correct" and thus more 
"accurate" picture of the solution dynamics. 
Arguments of this sort have motivated the current inter-
est in so called geometric integrators that is, methods 
that capture some of the qualitative properties of the exact 
motion. Some of the most popular geometric integrators for 
Hamiltonian systems such as the rigid body include 
symplectic methods and the energy-momentum methods 
Variational integrators, a family of geometric methods 
whose origins can be traced back to , are becoming 
increasingly popular and an active area of current research 
The idea underlying these methods is strik-
ingly simple: instead of discretizing the ordinary differential 
equations of motion, variational integrators seek the station-
ary solution of a discrete action functional. In order to do so, 
only an approximation of the Lagrangian is required which, 
moreover, must be expressed solely in terms of the discrete 
positions of the system. Once the Lagrangian is chosen, the 
dynamic equations follow systematically. These equations 
have, by construction, symmetries and conservation laws 
related to those of the continuum equations. 
The equations of a variational integrator depend exclu-
sively on the choice of the discrete Lagrangian. Using it, a set 
of discrete Euler-Lagrange equations can be derived which 
provide algorithmic updates that generate a discrete flow. 
In mechanical systems with linear configuration spaces, for 
example, nonlinear systems of springs and point masses.the 
formulation of the discrete Lagrangian is trivial, and their cor-
responding Euler-Lagrange equations are readily obtained 
I n contrast, formulating a discrete Lagrangian for a mecha-
nical system with a nonlinear configuration space is not so 
simple Despitethese 
difficulties, and given the success of variational methods and 
their potential, it seems relevant to apply them in these non-
linear spaces. The original work of already presented a 
variational method for the rigid body equations. This idea was 
further exploited in It was found in the latter work 
that such an algorithm could be implemented using quater-
nion variables and a Lagrange multiplier to enforce the con-
straint that the quaternions should remain of unit modulus. 
Inthis work we will present variational integrators for the 
Euler equations of rigid body dynamics and the dumbbell 
formulated directly on their nonlinear configuration mani-
folds. In the case of the rigid body, some of these ideas have 
been presented in abstract form in without details on 
the implementation nor numerical results. In contrast, in this 
article we will provide explicit expressions of the discrete 
update maps that define variational integrators in two non-
I i near spaces, and we wi 11 assess their performance i n terms of 
"accuracy", as discussed above, comparing them with other 
existing methods. 
An outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews some basic concepts related to the mathemat-
ical description of the rotation group and its relation with the 
unit sphere. In Sect. 3, Euler's equations of the rigid body 
are obtained from the Lagrangian formalism, illustrating the 
continuous variational framework of the equations. Next, in 
Sect. 4 the variational integrator for the former equations is 
presented, and its properties are discussed. Sections 5 and 6 
discuss the continuous and discrete variational formulation 
of the rigid dumbbell, mimicking the analysis devoted to 
the rigid body. The numerical properties of all the proposed 
methods are verified and illustrated by means of numerical 
examples in Sect. 7. A summary of the main results is pro-
vided in Sect. 8. 
2 The rotation group and the unit sphere 
Euler's equations of motion are formulated in the special 
orthogonal group of rotation matrices, the Lie group SO(3). 
Some notation and a few definitions regarding this group will 
be useful for the derivation of the algorithms of later sections. 
The rotation group is a matrix set defined by: 
SO(3) 3-3. . T . . .,.
 d e t . . . -| . (-|) 
together with the operation of matrix multiplication. The Lie 
algebra of SO(3) is denoted so(3) and corresponds to the 
space of infinitesimal rotations, represented by the skew-
symmetric matrices: 
so(3) •• W • • 3" 3« W T • • W • (2) 
There is an isomorphism between skew-symmetric matrices 
and vectors. Each skew matrix W has a unique axial vector 
W such that Wb« W« b, for all b« • 3. 
The exponential map exp [•] takes skew matrices into rota-
tion matrices and its close form is given by Rodrigues' for-
mula: 
• • • • j 
• • sin-a* 1 sin - j -
exp a •• 1 • a« - * * a^ « (3 
K
 «a« 2 ^ 
2 
• • • • 
The property exp a ' • exp • a can be easily verified. 
Frequently, it will be necessary to refer to incremental 
rotations and rotation vectors. Given two rotations* r * 2 we 
define the (right) incremental rotation Ft! and its associated 
(right) incremental rotation vector • \ as 
Ri .. . | .
 2 . . .1 „ e x p - 1.R1„ (4) 
In the derivation of the equations of the integrator it will 
be required to take derivatives and variations of curves in 
SO(3). For that, given a curve inSO(3) parametrized by time 
• •[• • 'O'T* • SO(3), the time derivative of • »t« can be 
written as: 
where •'•t» is a skew-symmetric matrix. Similarly, any 
variation of this curve must be of the form 
. . . t . . . . t . . . - . t . . (6) 
for some arbitrary curve ••* »t« in SO(3). 
Finally, we will need to linearize the exponential map 
If •'•t» is a function is SO(3) of real variable t then 
i • • • • 
—exp •'•t» • «dexp" *t««***t««exp •'•t« • (7) 
where the operator dexp*" is defined by 
dexp* •• n • n • sin' •1 • I T IT 
1 • COS •• • 
with n • — • (8) 
In this last expression, and for the rest of the section, the 
dependence of • on t is not explicitly shown. The inverse of 
the operator dexp*" has a close form expression that reads: 
1 dexpinv 
with n • 
dexp* 
IT IT •1 • I T IT • 
1 
tan 
(9) 
This operator has the properties: 
dexpinv «T • dexpinv 
dexpinv (10) 
exp [• ]dexpinv • • dexpinv 
The configuration space of the rigid dumbbell with a fixed 
point is the unit spheres2, another nonlinear manifold. In the 
analysis of Sects. 5 and 6 we will make use of the identifica-
tion of S2 with the quotient space SO(3)«S1. If •e2*e2e3« is 
a fixed orthonormal base of • 3, then for each d • S2 there 
exists a unique rotation • • SO(3) that maps the unit vector 
e3 to d without drill, i.e., 
d . . e3. . . eXp •• • e3 • O (11) 
Only two components of • determine uniquely • . A close 
form expression for such a rotation is 
•d * e3*I * d • e3 1 
1 • d • e3 
•d • e3* • *d • e3« 
(12) 
The time derivative of any unit vector function can thus 
be written alternatively as 
d - -'es- • -'eg- (13) 
for some body angular velocity • , orthogonal to e3. 
In Sect. 4we will mimicthesame procedure in a discrete set-
ting to derive an integrator. 
We consider a rigid body with a fixed point 0 • • 3. 
At this same point we choose a fixed frame of reference 
with basis vectors ei« i • 1» 2« 3, and a moving reference 
frame E|« i • 1 * 2* 3 aligned at all timeswith the principal 
directions of inertia. The principal moments of inertia are 
denoted h* l2* b and thus, in the moving basis, the inertia 
tensor is I • diag-h* 12* b*. 
The configuration space for this mechanical system is 
SO(3). A rotation • • SO(3) represents a configuration of 
the body, mapping isometrically vectors in a reference con-
figuration to the current configuration. The whole motion 
of the body is thus represented by a map • »t» providing the 
configurationateachtimeinstantt • •OT*.The Lagrangian 
for the rigid body is a function !_•• • •*• t« equal to its kinetic 
energy. The action functional is defined as: 
.T 
(14) A " L " ••*• t-dt-
0 
The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion can be derived by 
invoking Hamilton's principle of stationary action 
.T 
0» »A' D i L " • • • • f - • D 2L" • • • • f » * dt« 
(15) 
restricting the admissible motions to those with fixed values 
. .Q. . .
 0 . . . j . . • T, and integrating by parts. This pro-
cedure, which istrivial when the configuration space is linear, 
becomes somewhat complicated because the variations •• 
must be of the form (6) and the Lagrangian of the free rigid 
body has a cumbersome expression as a function of* and •*. 
There is, however, a simpler way of obtaining the equations 
of motion for a free rigid body. Due to the symmetries of the 
mechanical system, the Lagrangian of can be reduced to a 
function • defined on infinitesimal rotations: 
(16) • • • t* I" 
where the (body) angular velocity is defined in Eq. (5). A 
reduced action can hence be defined as a functional of the 
reduced Lagrangian •: 
.T 
•••dt« (17) 
3 Lagrangian formulation of the free rigid body 
The derivation of the free rigid body equations from the 
Lagrangian formal ism can be found, 
Next, we outline this process and summarize the main results. 
and the reduced Euler-Poincare equations of motion can be 
obtained from the variational principle: 
.T .T 
] • • • dt • I - — dt - 0» (18) 
0 0 
The variations • • are not arbitrary functions but, according 
to Eqs. (5) and (6), must be of the form •• • •* *, 
for any function •• of t. Inserting this expression in (18) 
and integrating by parts we obtain Euler's equations for the 
rigid body: 
K • '\ (19) 
The free rigid body is a conservative system and thus its 
total energy, which has the same value as the Lagrangian, is 
preserved during the motion. 
It should be noted that the solution of Eqs. (19) provides 
the angular velocity • »t« in the time interval of interest, but 
does not give the motion itself. To obtain the configurations 
• »t \ we must reconstruct them from Eq. (5). 
Defining the body and spatial angular momenta, respec-
tively as* • l» and • • • • , it is straightforward to see 
that Eq. (19) can be written as 
- • 0' (20) 
From this point of view, Euler's equations are simply the 
statement that the spatial angular momentum is preserved. 
4 Variational integrators for the rigid body 
Variational integrators for the rigid body are derived almost 
in the same way as Euler's equations. First we postulate a 
discrete Lagrangian and, from it, we obtain a discrete action 
sum. Both must approximate in a certain way the true 
Lagrangian and action, respectively. From this point, we sim-
ply find the discrete solutions that make stationary the dis-
crete action. In the case of the rigid body this step is not as 
trivial as with other mechanical systems. 
Before defining such functionals we describe the 
discretization of the time interval i n which we want to approx-
imate the motion. For this, let T • -t0* ti t N ' b e N * 1 
points in the time interval ' O T * such that 0 • t0 • t i • 
••• • tN • T. The discrete motion of the rigid body will 
consist of the rotations at each of these instants, which will 
be denoted R • ••
 0" 1 N }• By means of this dis-
cretization, instead of dealing with a differentiate function 
• •[• • ' O T * • SO(3) defined on an interval of the real 
line, we will now be able to work with a finite sequence of 
rotations R » T • SO(3). 
4.1 The discrete Lagrangian and action sum 
The crucial step in the formulation of variational integrators 
is the definition of a discrete Lagrangian. This function must 
approximate the integral of the continuous Lagrangian (16) 
over a time interval defined by two consecutive time instants 
in T . Moreover, its explicit expression can only employ data 
from R. 
We pretend to construct the simplest variational integrator 
for the rigid body. For that, given tn*tn. 1 • T , we could 
define the discrete Lagrangian and discrete action sum as 
tn-1 
L d " n " tr 1*tn*trr i* • L " • t"»*» t" t"dt" 
tn 
U . 1 
Ad " L d " n " n . i - t n - t n . 1 " (21) 
IT 0 
The discrete motion could now be obtained as the sequence 
R that makes Ad stationary, under the restrictions that •
 0 
and • N remain fixed. 
However, as explained in Sect. 3, the expression of the 
Lagrangian of the rigid body as a function of the motion • »t« 
and its time derivative is cumbersome. Thus we take a simpler 
alternative which consists in constructing a discrete reduced 
Lagrangian and obtaining the discrete Euler-Poincare equa-
tions. The discrete reduced Lagrangian «d and corresponding 
action ad should approximate the reduced Lagrangian and 
action, respectively, and hence: 
tn-1 
*d" *n - I ' tn'tp- 1 * -t»-t-dt-
tn 
U . 1 
3 d " -d""n. 1'tn'tn. 1 " (22) 
IT 0 
A simple expression for the discrete reduced Lagrangian is: 
•d - 'nV tn ' tn . r " ' t„ • ^ f 1 • (23) 
• tn 
where • tn • tn. 1 • tn and • ^ 1 has the geometric inter-
pretation of being the incremental rotation vector from •
 n 
to •
 n - 1 - The motivation behind this definition is as follows. 
To approximate an integral of the reduced Lagrangian •, we 
use the reduced Lagrangian evaluated with an approximation 
to the continuous angular velocity. The employed vector is 
the exact angular velocity of the smoothest curve connecting 
•
 n and • n - 1 , the so-called spherical interpolation between 
these two rotations The midpoint approximation of the 
Lagrangian gives a second order approximation of the inte-
gral (22) and is responsible for the second order accuracy of 
the resulting integrator. 
In passing from the full variational principle to the reduced 
problem, the stationary solution that we seek is no longer a 
sequence of rotations but a sequence of incremental rotation 
vectors* • • !}•• \ ^ ' 1 . Given the initial rota-
tion • o, the sequence • can be employed to reconstruct the 
full motion R. 
4.2 The discrete equations of motion 
In Sect. 3, the equations of motion of the rigid body were 
obtained from a variational principle which sought the sta-
tionarity of the reduced action with respect to a special type 
of velocity variations. Repeating this same argument now on 
the action sum (22) and discrete reduced Lagrangian (23) we 
get: 
• 3 d 
U . 1 
IT 0 
U . 1 
IT 0 
' d " * n . I ' V t r r 1* 
. . n 
n- 1 
n 
IT 1 
tn 
l » n -, 
1
 tr 1 
n
 • , • 
IT 1 
(24) 
The variations of the incremental vector are not arbitrary 
because they must be related to the variations of the configu-
rations in R. Taking variations on the relation (4), using the 
definition of the operators dexp*" and its inverse, we readily 
get: 
n 
IT 1 dexpinv „. -,« IT 1 (25) 
Furthermore, since •
 0 and • N are to be considered fixed 
in Hamilton's principle, their variations ••
 0»»» N must be 
identical ly zero. Final ly, replacing the expression for the rota-
tion vector variations in (24) we obtain the main result, an 
expression for the integration algorithm: 
Theorem 1 The discrete Euler-Poincare equations for dis-
crete Lagrangian (23) and action sum (22) are: 
. n 
n . tr 1 n-1 . i n .
 ( 2 6 ) dexpinv • " - 1 * * dexpinv „ ' « l — - — • 
* tn • t n . 1 
Proof From thevariational statement (24) and the expression 
for the variations (25) we can write: 
u. 1 1 0 • • — r I* n-1 'dexpinv
 n
n
. ^
 n 
n- 0 ' t n 
U . 1 
1 
— !•
 n
n
.., 'dexpinv
 n
n
. ^ exp ••^.^ ••
 n- r 
(27) 
IT 0 
In the first sum we use the fact that •• o • 0. In the second 
sum, we shift the sum index n • n« land use •• N * 0 
to write: 
u-1
 1 
0 • • — r I* n-1 'dexpinv
 n
n
. ^
 n 
n- r t n 
b l - 1 1 IT 1 IT 1 . 1» p 'dexpinv ^ • 
„ . , * tn- 1 IT 1_ 
• exp ••nn'1 •• n* (28) 
Collecting both sums the result reads: 
u. 1 • 
•T IT 1.T exp • * „ " ' dexpinv „" '•' I 
IT 1 
. n- 1 
n 
* tn . 1 
dexpinv n , T i n- 1 IT 1 ' ' tn 
(29) 
Since the variations ••
 n are arbitrary for 0 • n • N, the 
expression inside the parenthesis must vanish and, using rela-
tions (10), equation (26) follows 
The discrete Euler-Poincare equations of Theorem 1 pro-
vide an update map < IT 1 . • JJ. v In other words, this map 
is the integration algorithm that provides the discrete time 
evolution of the incremental rotations, i.e, the sequence • . 
As in the continuous case, the solution to the Euler-Poincare 
equations does not directly provide the configurations, which 
must be reconstructed from the incremental rotations: given 
the initial configuration •
 0 and the sequence • , the rotation 
•
 n -1 is obtained recursivelyjtom trie previous rotation using 
the formula •
 n -1 • • nexp •*nn. 1 . 
We observe that the update equations for the variational 
integrator are implicit and nonlinear, in contrast with other 
variational integrators for discrete systems of springs and 
mass points, or even nonlinear elasticity (see [13]). Only 
if the three principal moments of inertia are identical, the 
Algorithm (26) becomes explicit after using property (10). 
Remark 1 The initial data of a rigid body problem includes 
an initial position •
 0 and angular velocity • 0 but what is 
actually required to start the algorithm is the incremental 
rotation vector between two consecutive time instants. To 
obtain such a vector from the available data, the following 
starting procedure is proposed: 
al angular acceleration as 1. Compute from (19) the ir 
• 0 • I " 1 " l « o " ' " • • 
2. Approximate the angular velocity at time t ^ b y 
2 o-
3. Compute the incremental rotation vector between time 
t • • • t0 and time t • 0 by • ^ 1 • • t0« . 1. 
We note that the vector •
 0 is the angular velocity at the time 
instant t • 0, but the velocity • o1»» t0 must be equal to the 
average angular velocity during the time interval •• • t0« Or 
Choosing simply • '01 • • 0 • t0 will spoil the second order 
accuracy of the method. In fact, any other second order 
method could be employed to obtain the initial incremen-
tal rotation, for the variational properties of the attendant 
method are independent of it. 
4.3 Conservation laws 
We have seen in Sect. 3 that the motion of the free rigid 
body preserves the spatial angular momentum. As Noether's 
theorem shows, this is a consequence of the symmetry of the 
Lagrangian with respect to (left) superposed rotations. 
The discrete Lagrangian is also invariant with respect to 
the left action of the rotation group. The discrete Noether's 
theorem guarantees the existence of a corresponding 
conservation law in the discrete solution, the conservation of 
discrete angular momentum. The precise form of this quan-
tity is obtained from the stationarity of the discrete action 
itselfunder superposed rotations but can be obtained directly 
from the discrete equations of motion (26). For this, recall 
that Euler's equations can be understood as the statement of 
preservation of spatial angular momentum (see Eq. (20)). In 
order to show that the algorithmic equation (26) expresses a 
similar conservation principle, we note that the latter can be 
written as 
ndexpinv • „. -,•! • 
• •
 n. i dexp inv 
or more compactly as 
n 
n- 1 
' tn 
n- 1 . 
IT 1 
_ D , 
ttr 1 
•
 n
 •, I T 1 
. n-1 
n 
(30) 
(31) 
if the following notation is introduced: 
n 
IT 1 
n 
IT 1 
n 
IT 1 
IT 1 
dexpinv IT 1 ' IT 1 
n 
IT 1 
tn 
The vectors • „ . - , • • fj. -,, and • ^
 1 are, respectively, dis-
crete approximations to the average spatial angular momen-
tum, body angular momentum, and body angular velocity 
in the interval ' tn ' tn-1*- Moreover, they are second order 
approximations to their continuum counterparts at time t • 
As it happens with other variational integrators, the numer-
ical method defined by Eqs. (26) does not preserve the spatial 
angular momentum which results from a natural discretiza-
tion of the continuous momentum, which we denote - i , 
II
 2 
the momentum at the midpoint, and which for this case 
would be: 
z'tn 
IT Jr IT , 2 . " - 2 
•nexp ••nn.1-2 (33) 
I' n • , ' 
IT 1 
Instead, the algorithmic spatial momentum • ^
 v the one 
consistent with the variational structure of the method, is 
exactly preserved intime. Asi twi l l beshown in the numerical 
simulations of Sect. 7 the values of both quantities are similar, 
but not identical. 
Just as variational integrators preserve discrete momenta, 
the theory of these methods shows that they exactly preserve 
a discrete symplectic form . The precise statement of 
this property in the context of the algorithm discussed in the 
present work, as well as it proof, 
4.4 Final form of the algorithm 
The variational algorithm can be finally written as: given 
the initial configuration •
 0 and body angular momentum 
• o • I • o of the body, 
1. Compute the initial acceleration •
 0 • I"1 •• 0 • • 0« 
and the starting values for the body angular velocity, body 
incremental rotation and body angular momentum: 
to 
• t o ' . 1 
dexpinv i . i . - 1 . 
Set n • 0. 
Compute the momentum • fj.
 1 
Solve for the incremental vector 
dexpinv 
(34) 
pyn • • n* 1 . n* 1 
exp
 n n . 
IT 1 ' 
n 
IT 1 
' tn 
IT 1 in n IT 1 
(32) 5. Update the rotation •
 n. 1 • • nexp 
n 
IT 1 6. Update the angular velocity 
7. If n • N, increment n and go to 3 
> n 
I T 1 
n 
IT 1 
• tn 
We note that the body angular velocity, as defined in step 6, 
can be eliminated completely from the algorithmic update 
equations. Its value can be calculated after the whole trajec-
tory is computed either from the values of the incremental 
rotation vectors or from the body momentum. 
5 Lagrangian formulation of the Dumbbell 
We consider next the dumbbell, another example of a 
mechanical system with a nonlinear configuration space. In 
contrast with the free rigid body studied previously, the next 
example includes forcing. 
The dumbbell consists of two point masses mrn i2 under 
external forces, connected by a rigid bar of length b. The 
configuration of such a body is completely determined by 
the position of its center of mass and the orientation of the 
rigid bar. In this work we focus on the simpler case in which 
the center of mass is a fixed point. 
The orientation of the bar can be described with a unit 
vector d • • 3 pointing from the center of mass towards 
point mass m-|. The configuration space is thus S2, the unit 
sphere in • 3, a nonlinear two dimensional manifold. 
Let I • mim2b2«Trii • n v be the (scalar) inertia of 
the dumbbell. The Lagrangian of this mechanical system is 
equal to its kinetic energy minus the potential energy of the 
external forces, which we assume that depends only on the 
configuration and can be written alternatively as 
1 , 
L«d«d«t«" - l » ( K « Vext 'd" or 
1
 2
 ( 3 5 ) 
where • is the unique rotation that maps e3 into d without 
drill. The action associated with the previous Lagrangian is 
.T .T 
A » L-d-d-t-dt • I ! " • -*-t-dt- (36) 
o o 
We assume, for simplicity, that the potential of the external 
forces is of the form Vext*d« • • d • g for some function 
of time g«t« representing the moment of the external forces 
with respect to the center of mass. Then, the Euler-Lagrange 
equations of motion can be easily obtained by invoking the 
stationarity of this action with respect to variations of the 
director, resulting in: 
I—«d« 6" d« g« (37) 
Equivalently, the Euler-Lagrange equation can be written in 
terms of the rotation • and its time derivative as: 
I•• . 03 • •• g«" (38) 
I n order to i nvesti gate the effects of symmetry in theequa-
tions, and later in the variational integrator, we assume that 
the loading g is of the form g«t« • g»t«e3, where g is a scalar 
function. In this way, the potential energy is invariant under 
the action of the subgroup of rotations that leave e3 invariant, 
which we denote G. Since the kinetic energy is fully SO(3) 
invariant, the symmetry group of the Lagrangian will be G. 
By Noether's theorem, there is a conserved quantity asso-
ciated with the symmetry the Lagrangian with respect to the 
action of G. It can be verified that this quantity is precisely 
the projection of the angular momentum 
• • I d • d • I • 
on the e3 direction. 
(39) 
6 A variational integrator for the Dumbbell 
To obtain the equations of the variational integrator for the 
dumbbell we follow the steps taken in Sect. 4 for the rigid 
body. We consider the same discretization of the integration 
interval and we look for a sequence of approximations to 
the dumbbell orientation D •• 'do 'd i d N \ or equiva-
lently, a sequence of rotations R •• •• o»» 1 N'.each 
of the latter mapping e3 without drill to the corresponding 
unit vector. The crucial step in the formulation of the inte-
grator is the choice of the discrete Lagrangian and we select 
the following trapezoidal approximation: 
£ d " n " n- T t n ' t n . T 
" ^ " n V 2 - ^ - V e x t - n " Vext " n - I ' " (40) 
• tn " ' 2 
which for the specific form chosen for the external forces, 
simplifies to 
£ d " n " n- T t n ' t n - T 
n . 1 _ n n-1 "3 y 
(41) 
In these last two expressions, the incremental rotation vec-
tor • p. 1 is such that •
 n -1 • • nexp •*nn. 1 and, in view 
of (11), it is orthogonal to e3. After defining the discrete 
action sum as in (21), the discrete equations of motion are 
readily obtained: 
Theorem 2 The discrete equations of motion for the free 
dumbbell associated with the discrete Lagrangian (41) are: 
. n . rr 1 
n- 1 . n • tn • • tn . 1 _ T 
• •• n** -e3 • •• n g - (42) 
- tn • tn . 1 2 
with, the rotation update being, as above, •
 n -1 • • n 
exp • • „ " . ! . 
Proof The result is proved by imposing the stationarity of the 
discrete action sum with respect to variations of the form: 
" n • • n " V W i t h " n *e 3 • 0 ' (43) 
The steps are very similar to those in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Details are omitted. 
6.1 Conservation laws 
The discrete Lagrangian (40) inherits the symmetry of the 
continuous one, hence it is invariant under the action of G 
that Jrans/orms every unit vector of the sequence D as dn • 
exp »e3 dn , for some • • • . By the discrete version of 
Noether's theorem, a conserved quantity must exist. It can 
be identified as the projection onto the e3 direction of the 
discrete momentum 
n 
IT 1 
I ' n- 1 n • , ' 
IT 1 
n 
IT 1 
n 
n- 1 , 
' tn ' 
(44) 
In this expression, • ^
 1 is the algorithmic approximation of 
the body angular velocity in the interval ' tn' tn-1*- To show 
that the third component of • fj.
 1 is preserved, we take the 
dot product of both sides of (42). Noting that the right hand 
side vanishes for g • g»t«e3 it follows that 
. n . rr 1 
I- n ^ - e 3 - I- n ^ ^ - e 3 - (45) 
• tn • tn. 1 
Finally, using the properties of the exponential map, we can 
write the previous expression also as: 
n 
IT 1 
n 
IT 1 
e3 2 • tn H n 1 • tn 
i . tr 1 • • . tr 1 * 
• ~ ' n - r — • 'nexp • • • n n . 1 - * — -e3 - (46) 
2 * t n . 1 • t n . 1 
and, using the definition of the incremental rotation vector, 
we conclude that 
. n . n 
* * tr 1 — — * e 3 
tn tn 
. tr 1 . tr 1 
n n 
n—: * * tr V 
•e3« (47) 
tn- 1 * t n . 1 
which is precisely the statement of conservation of discrete 
angular momentum. 
Similarly to what happened in the case of the rigid body, 
the variational integrator (42) possesses a discrete conserva-
tion law associated with the continuous one, but not identical. 
In this second example, the most natural definition of angular 
momentum would be: 
I- i * IT 1 
with 1 being the rotation at the midpoint tn. i defined 
as in (33). We conclude by noting that, due to its variational 
nature, the algorithm (42) preserves a discrete symplectic 
form. 
6.2 Final form of the algorithm 
The variational method for the dumbbell isaone-step, explicit 
method. Given the initial unit vector d0 and body angular 
veloci ty o of the body, with •
 0 » •
 1ei • • 2e2, 
1. Compute the unique rotation •
 0 that maps e3 to d0 with-
out drill. 
2. Compute the initial angular acceleration and use it to 
obtain the algorithmic angular veloci ty '01 in the inter-
val •• • t0«O, and the corresponding incremental rota-
tion vector 
•o • I e3» •• 0 g«« 
.1 • t0 
• • • „ • • „ • 
O 0 - 0 
. • 1 . . • 1 . t • 
0 o Lo 
3. Set n • 0. 
(49) 
4. Find the next incremental rotation vector by solving the 
discrete Euler-Lagrange equation: 
tr 1 n 
•
 n
 •, • • tn» n -,• tr 1 Ln
 n- 1 
n . 1 * tn * * tn- 1 T 
21 n y 6 (50) 
5. Update the rotation and the direction vector at time tn. 1 
•
 n - i • • nexp ••„".., • dn . 1 • • n - i e 3 ' (51) 
6. Update the discrete momentum 
(52) n , * n * * tr 1 n IT 1 ' o IT 1 
7. If n • N, increment n and go to 3. 
We note that the angular velocity, the momentum, and 
the direction vector could be eliminated from the algorithm 
equations and postprocessed from the solution later. Only the 
configuration variables (the rotations) need to be stored. 
7 Numerical simulations 
(48) 7.1 The free rigid body 
1 
0 
0 
0 
cos«04' 
sin«0«4« 
0 
• sin-0-4' 
cos«04 
In this section we present numerical results of the motion of a 
rigid body of (non-physical) inertia tensor I • diag-9-4-1«. 
The initial position of the body is given by the matrix 
(53) 
and it has initial angular veloci ty o • » 3 E i « 12E3. 
First we evaluate the qualitative properties of the proposed 
variational algorithm in the reduced picture. We study the 
solution of the described rigid body in the time interval "OS* 
with a time step size of • t • 0*05. 
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the three components 
of the algorithmic body momentum • ^
 1 and the standard 
•*n. i . The curves on the plots are almost indistinguishable 
but only the norm of the first momentum is exactly preserved. 
The norms of the discrete and "standard" momenta are shown 
on the left of F ig. 2. Whereas the norm of the discrete momen-
tum is exactly preserved, the norm of the "standard" momen-
tum oscillates. The total energy in the solution provided by 
the variational integrator fluctuates around a constant value, 
as it is shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). As with other variational 
integrators, the average (discrete) energy value is not the 
exact one but close to it. See, for example, [27]. Of course, 
If 
Fig. 1 Time evolution of the components of the "standard" body 
angular momentum •'
 n. -\ (left) and the variationally consistent dis-
crete angular momentum • JJ.
 1 (right) 
Fig. 2 Norm of the "standard" body angular momentum •'n, i (left) 
and total energy (right). Both quantities are divided by the correspond-
ing values of the exact solution 
as the time step is refined, the average value of the discrete 
energy converges to the exact value. 
Next we explore the accuracy of the solution provided by 
the variational integrator. For the problem under study an 
analytical solution can be found for the exact body momen-
tum • ex't* This allows to precisely 
measure the errors made in the solution of Euler equations. 
Figure 3 shows the errors made in the time integration of 
Euler equations with the proposed integrator and three other 
second order methods. The first method is the midpoint rule, 
The second one is the energy-momentum 
The last one is the Liemid integrator 
All these methods are described in the Appendix. The first 
two preserve energy and momentum during the motion. The 
last one preserves the momentum but the energy, which is 
not preserved, oscillates around a constant value, similarly 
to the proposed method. 
Figure 3 clearly shows the second order accuracy of al I the 
methods compared. It is also apparent that, for this example, 
errors are smaller in the case of the canonical midpoint rule. 
Also, we compare the accuracy in the computation of the 
configuration (rotation) of all these methods. For that, we 
compute a reference solution with the midpoint rule and a 
time step one order of magnitude smaller that the smallest of 
a 
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Fig. 3 Errors in the body angular momentum (left) and total rotation 
vector (right) at the end of the integration interval 
the compared trajectories. For each of the compared methods 
and the reference solution, the rotation vector • associated 
with the rotation at time T • 5 is calculated. On the right of 
Fig. 3 the errors of these vectors are depicted. In this case, the 
most accurate solution is provided by the energy-momentum 
method. 
Recently, it has been pointed that conserving 
algorithms such as the ones of references [4,23] are not as 
accurate as expected in long term simulations of problems 
involving forcing. It remains to investigate the accuracy in 
such situations of the corresponding variational integrator. 
The equations of such method can be obtained from the 
stationarity of the associated discrete action, but are more 
involved than (26) and fall outside the scope and goals of the 
current work. 
7.2 The dumbbell 
Inthe second example we consider a dumbbell of inertia I • 
2 under an applied torque g«t« • 3e3. The initial orientation 
vector and angular velocity are 
d0« • sirr0«3«e2 • cos«0«3«e3« • 0» • 3e-| • 2e2« (54) 
As in the first example, we first examine the qualitative fea-
tures of the variational solution in the time interval *0*5* with 
a time step size • t • 0*05. 
Figure 4 depicts the evolution of the three components of 
the discrete angular momentum (44) and the third value of the 
"standard" momentum •*
 n . 1>2- The exact preservation of the 
third component of the discrete angular momentum can be 
observed. I n contrast, the same component in the momentum 
•*n. 1 oscillates. The total energy in the discrete solution, 
depicted in Fig. 5, also oscillates but always remains close to 
initial value (since the system is conservative, this is always 
the exact value). 
Finally, in Fig. 6, the errors in the computation of the 
angular momentum and the direction vector at the end of 
the simulation interval are shown, and compared with the 
results of two other common second order integrators. See 
Appendix B for a summary of these two algorithms. The 
solutions obtained with each method are compared with a 
reference solution obtained with the midpoint rule and a small 
time step of size* W • 10 ' 4 . The figure reveals the second 
order accuracy of the three methods. We stress the fact that 
the variational integrator in the only explicit method of the 
three compared. 
8 Summary 
We have presented the simplest variational integrators for 
Euler's equations and the equations of motion of the rigid 
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Fig. 4 Time evolution of the three components of the discrete body 
angular • JJ.
 1 (left) and the third component of •'„. 1.2 (note the dif-
ferent scales) 
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Fig. 5 Normal i zed val ue of the total energy 
dumbbell. Both integrators are obtained invoking the station-
arity of their corresponding action sums, defined in terms of 
discrete Lagrangians whose specific form has been provided. 
These Lagrangians are formulated on nonlinear manifolds 
and do not make use of Lagrange multipliers. 
For Euler's equations, the resulting method is a nonlinear, 
one step, second order accurate, implicit update map with 
a computational cost comparable to that of similar implicit 
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Fig. 6 Errors in the body angular momentum (left) and total rotation 
vector (right) at the end of the integration interval 
methods for Euler's equations. In the case of the dumbbell, 
the method is second order accurate but explicit. Both meth-
ods have interesting geometrical properties, among which is 
the presence of discrete conservation laws. We have iden-
tified the precise form of the discrete momentum for each 
problem and algorithm studied. 
We have presented numerical simulations to illustrate the 
properties and the accuracy of the proposed methods. The 
results confirm that the variational methods preserve a dis-
crete momentum and provide a osci I latory energy that closely 
approximates the exact value of the continuum equations. 
Numerical tests hast been performed to evaluate the accu-
racy of the proposed methods and compare them with similar 
integrators available in the literature. The results suggest that 
the accuracy of the variational methods is similar to that of 
other popular second-order methods. 
Extensions of the proposed methods to i ntegrate, for exam-
ple, the equations of the heavy top are not difficult, although 
the final form of the equations is rather long, as compared 
with other integrators. In contrast, our attempts to develop 
higher order variational integrators for the rigid body as well 
as second order variational methods for the dynamic equa-
tions of geometrically exact rods lead us to conclude that 
both tasks are quite involved. 
A Appendix: Summary of integrators for the rigid body 
equations 
A.1 The midpoint rule [4] 
Given • o and •
 0: 
1. Setn • 0. 
2. Solve for •
 n. 1 in 
, * n- 1 * * n . 
. . . 1 • • • i • 
. t n- J, tr 4 
• 1 • • • • „ • • „ i * * (55) 
3. Update the rotation b y
 n-1 • • ncay t« n. i«, where 
cay* is the Cayley map defined by: 
1 1 
cay** •• 1 • -•* 1 • -•' 
j 2 2 
4. If n • N, increment n and go to 2. 
A.2 The conserving algorithm of [23] 
Given • o and •
 0: 
1. Setn • 0. 
2. Solve for •
 n-1 in 
exp -j- - \ - -*n- 1 I • n- 1 * I ' n* 
(56) 
(57) 
3. Computethe incremental rotation vector* • 1^ r i "
 n* 
• n- r- . . 
4. Update the rotation by •
 n. 1 • • nexp •* . 
5. If n • N, increment n and go to 2. 
A.3 The Liemid algorithm of [9] 
Given • o and •
 0: 
1. Setn • 0. 
2. Solve for* in 
t r 1 exp • -•* !•
 n ' (58) 
3. Update the rotation by •
 n-1 • • nexp •* . 
4. Update the angular velocity by •
 n-1 • I'1exp • •" 
I ' n-
5. If n • N, increment n and go to 2. 
B Summary of integrators for the Dumbbell 
B.1 The midpoint rule in conservation form 
Given • o and •
 0: Given • 0 and • 0: 
1. Setn • 0. 
2. Solve for •
 n- r * * * n -1 in 
• t 
' * ~y" n • • n- 1 " 
1 
' n- 1-2 * ~" n * * n- T 
•
 n-1 • • nexp •* • 
• • (59) 
.• 
•
 n . 1-2 * * nexp — • 
I " n- 1* n- 1 * * n* n* * * t "
 n- 1.263* * g* 
3. If n • N, increment n and go to 2. 
B.2 The conserving algorithm of [23] 
Given • o and •
 0: 
1. Setn • 0. 
2. Solve for •
 n- r * * * n -1 in 
• t 
• * ~y" n • • n- 1 " 
1 
' n-1-2 * ~" n * * n- T 
*- • • 
•
 n. 1 • • nexp •* • 
• • (60) 
• n-1-2 * * nexp — • 
I " n- 1* n- 1 * * n* n* * * t« ••
 n- 1-263* * g* 
s i n - ^ 1 "
 n- 1-2" 
'~Y" n- 1-2* 
3. If n • N, increment n and go to 2. 
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